Genetics has long been used as a source of evidence to understand domestication origins. A recent shift in the emphasis of archaeological evidence from a rapid transition paradigm of hunter-gatherers to agriculturalists, to a protracted transition paradigm has highlighted how the scientific framework of interpretation of genetic data was quite dependent on archaeological evidence, resulting in a period of discord in which the two evidence types appeared to support different paradigms. Further examination showed that the discriminatory power of the approaches employed in genetics was low, and framed within the rapid paradigm rather than testing it. In order to interpret genetic data under the new protracted paradigm it must be taken into account how that paradigm changes our expectations of genetic diversity. Preliminary examination suggests that a number of features that constituted key evidence in the rapid paradigm are likely to be interpreted very differently in the protracted paradigm. Specifically, in the protracted transition the mode and mechanisms involved in the evolution of the domestication syndrome have become much more influential in the shape of genetic diversity. The result is that numerous factors interacting over several levels of organization in a domestication system need to be taken into account in order to understand the evolution of the process. This presents a complex problem of integration of different data types which is difficult to describe formally. One possible way forward is to use Bayesian approximation approaches that allow complex systems to be measured in a way that does not require such formality.
Introduction
Understanding the process of domestication is fundamental to understanding the transition from hunter-gathering to agriculturist, and is a model example of evolution in action which Darwin himself recognized as a primary source of insight into evolution (Darwin, 1859 (Darwin, , 1868 . Although genetics has been widely studied to try to unravel the evolutionary events of the domestication process in the past few decades, much of the foundation of our understanding is actually drawn from archaeological evidence. This has become most apparent recently as archaeological evidence has caused a paradigm shift in agricultural origins research in the Fertile Crescent from a 'rapid transition' model to a 'protracted transition' model, which in turn exposed crop origin arguments based on genetic evidence to be dependent on rather than supportive of archaeological evidence. The protracted transition results in a number of corollaries for our interpretation of genetic diversity that are fundamentally different from the patterns of diversity expected under the rapid transition model. Here, consequences for the interpretation of genetic diversity because of this paradigm shift are explored.
be evident in the archaeological record as wild plant remains found in human settlements at levels higher than expected from any background population. The third stage occurs as phenotypic traits associated with domestication appear in the population, the so-called domestication syndrome traits, and proceed to become fixed. The domestication syndrome trait that has received most attention and is usually taken as the definitive indicator of a domesticated crop is the tough rachis phenotype in which grains are not shed from the plant due to a failure of the rachis to become brittle and shatter as the grain matures. Until recently, it was assumed that the first two stages were brief (Blumler, 1992) as there was little evidence for pre-domestication cultivation found in the archaeological record, and the Younger Dryas, which occurred 11 500 years ago, had long been considered as an upper limit for cereal growth because conditions would have been too harsh prior to this time (Wright, 1976; Moore and Hillman, 1992) . This, coupled with the early occurrence of tough rachis remains 9500 years BP (Hillman, 1975) , gives apparently only a brief window of opportunity for the pre-domestication cultivation stage.
The sudden appearance of domesticated crops in the archaeological record was further supported by classic field experiments (Fig. 1a) in which Hillman and Davies (1990) demonstrated by using sickle-based harvesting that proto farmers could have fixed the tough rachis trait within a human generation, 20 years or so. In their model the proportion of mutant phenotypes was enriched in the harvested fraction, where harvesting took place at a point half-way through the natural grain shedding stage in the cereal's life cycle, and most of the (wild-type) grains that were shed to the ground were naturally predated. The result was that the mutant increased in frequency as the next year's stand was of the progeny of the harvest, rather than naturally dispersed wild grain.
Genetic analysis within the rapid transition paradigm
A subtle but fundamentally important point in the development of research into crop origins is that when genetic diversity was used to investigate origins, hypotheses for testing were constructed entirely within the rapid transition paradigm. Classically, workers were interested in whether crops were domesticated once or multiple times. A single origin was associated with inventionism, indicating a single dominant farming group, whereas multiple origins were associated with diffusionism in which no one group would have dominated. It was widely suggested that if the rapid transition was true, then domesticated crops should be monophyletic (Zohary, 1999) , because a single crop would appear rapidly and there would be no need for further domestication. The implicit alternative is that if the rapid transition is not true, then crops should not be monophyletic but polyphetic, which has consequently been taken as the yardstick for multiple origins and a non-rapid transition. Extensive work has been devoted to establishing monophyly versus polyphyly, with mixed results. Some gene phylogenies showed evidence of monophyly, such as in the case of flax (Allaby et al., 2005) , while others indicated polyphyly, as in the case of rice and barley (Molina-Cano et al., 2005; Londo et al., 2006; Azguvel and Komatsuda, 2007) . However, the multiregionalism suggested by polyphyly still assumes a rapid process in which gene flow between nascent crop populations does not occur. Genomewide-based evidence resoundingly supported the notion of single origins for many crops (e.g. Heun et al., 1997; Badr et al., 2000; Matsuoka et al., 2002) by producing phenograms in which domesticated crops were monophyletic. These data were sometimes in conflict with single gene evidence, such as in the case of barley, which became Fig. 1 . Tough rachis selection model (after Hillman and Davies, 1990) . (A) Original model of Hillman and Davies in which harvest occurs when half the grains are shed. Sickle harvest enriches the proportion of tough rachis mutants from 0.1% to 0.2%. A higher proportion of grains from this source are then sown the following year (25%) than survive predation on the ground (10%), resulting in a 0.14% proportion of mutants being sown. (B) Three points in the model that may be modified to result in lower or negative selection of the tough rachis mutant: (1) early harvest weakens initial tough rachis enrichment; (2) a lower predation rate results in greater survival reducing the proportion of tough rachis sown; and (3) higher consumption results in a lower proportion of grains available for sowing. All three examples result in a proportion of mutants lower than the original input, leading to negative selection.
awkward anomalies to what was largely taken as genetic support for the rapid transition paradigm, and a picture of explosive expansion of agriculturalists out of the centres of origin.
The protracted transition paradigm
Just as genetics had come to support the rapid transition paradigm, then new discoveries in archaeology completely changed the intellectual landscape, with all three stages of the domestication process seeing a massive reinterpretation. Evidence for wild plant gathering as early as 23 000 years ago has now been found, some 10 millennia earlier than previously thought . This is in line with what has been known for a long time about animals; that after 50 000 years ago there was a considerable diversification of the human diet to include many small rodent species during a time of environmental pressure in the last glaciation, termed the broad-spectrum revolution (Flannery, 1969; Stiner, 2001) . Furthermore, evidence of the second stage, pre-domestication cultivation, has been established from 12 500 years BP (Weiss et al., 2006; Willcox et al., 2008) , and possibly as early as 13 500 years (Willcox et al., 2009) , prior to the Younger Dryas. Within the predomestication period, there appear to have been numerous beginnings of agriculture, with different species hailing from different localities rather than in a single Neolithic package (Willcox, 2005) . Even the last stage of the domestication process has been shown to have been much more drawn out than previously supposed, with the tough rachis mutant taking well over 3000 years to become fixed (Tanno and Willcox, 2006) . More recently, archaeological evidence from East Asia is also describing an older, more protracted origin of rice (Fuller et al., 2009b) , suggesting that the Near East may not be a special case.
The archaeological evidence now shows quite clearly that the transition from hunter-gatherer to agriculturist was not rapid at all but a protracted process spread over many millennia. This change in the landscape does rather leave the genetic evidence hanging awkwardly. How can it be that the genetic evidence supports a rapid transition when the archaeology now so clearly contradicts this scenario?
Assessing the information value of genetic diversity
The apparent conflict between archaeology and genetics was recently resolved using a modelling approach to ascertain what pattern of genetic diversity one would expect to see in terms of monophyly versus polyphyly in genome-wide studies given different starting scenarios of multiple or single domestication events . This model generated hypothetical plants, with chromosomes and biomarkers, that formed breeding populations that could be subject to 'domestication'. The resultant populations could then be subject to phylogenetic analyses to determine if the 'domesticated' plants formed a monophyletic group. The model showed that both domesticate populations of multiple and single origin became monophyletic at a rate that was largely dependent on the population size, with monophyly being reached in ;2N generations, where N is the population size. A surprising find was that populations of multiple origins actually reached monophyly faster than those of a single origin. Earlier coalescent-based studies demonstrated that domesticated crops probably experienced a bottleneck equivalent to a population size of 1500 individuals for 3000 generations . An interesting correlation therefore occurs in which temporal dimension of the bottleneck appears to be similar to the fixation time for the tough rachis mutant, which was also enough time for domesticated populations to become monophyletic regardless of the number of origins. The conclusion is that monophyly has low information value for the interpretation of origins, and consequently this evidence does not conflict with the new archaeologically driven stance of a protracted transition. Not only that, the internal conflict within the genetic evidence falls away as genome-wide studies no longer contradict single gene studies either for the same reasoning.
So we can rest easy that genetic and archaeological evidence does not conflict, because the way in which genetic evidence was previously interpreted had low information value. This does leave a rather obvious hole. Where is the information value in the genetic diversity of crops? This is the question we must answer now in order to understand crop origins under a protracted transition. In order to do this we must reconsider what processes are likely to have influenced genetic diversity, beginning with asking the question: Why did domestication take so long?
Why did domestication take so long?
There are three possibilities that could explain a protracted nature of domestication in terms of selection pressure. First, the original assertion that artificial selection was strong might have been wrong, and in fact selection was weak. A second possibility is that net selection was weak. A third possibility is that selection or net selection was weak for a long time, and then became strong.
To consider the strength of artificial selection we can return to the classic work of Hillman and Davies (1990) in Fig. 1 . There are three obvious points in their model that might be subject to variability resulting in lower or negative selection (shown in Fig. 1B ). The first is the point of harvest, which in the model occurs at the point at which 50% of grains have fallen from the plant. An alternative strategy may have been to harvest immature plants (green harvesting) in order to maximize grain recovery (Fuller, 2007) . In this case the tough rachis mutant enrichment effect would be greatly reduced. Alternatively, it is argued that for a long time a sickle-based harvesting would not have been employed at all, but rather gathering from the ground (Kislev et al., 2004) , in which case selection for the tough rachis mutant would have actually been negative because the tough rachis mutation would preclude such grains entering that population. The second point in the Hillman Davies model that might be subject to variability is the predation of fallen grain. The model assumes a rate of 90% predation, which serves to reduce the input of ground fall in which there is negative tough rachis selection relative to the amount sown from the harvest to the plant population of the following year. Before cultivation the background rate of ground fall predation would probably have been dependent on wild plant stand density. Therefore, the onset of cultivation would have resulted in an increase in wild plant density, and predation would have lagged behind. If one assumes a sickle pressure process of harvesting, there may not have been significant enrichment of the tough rachis mutant until rodent populations increased as a consequence of cultivation. It is not the intention here to argue that domestication was driven by mice rather than men, but to point out the effects of different selector agents on the strength and consequent pace of domestication. Beguilingly, however, the work of Willcox et al. (2009) does appear to show an increase in rodent droppings over time in Near Eastern sites in the early Holocene, although this is not something the authors themselves comment on. The third point at which the Hillman Davies model might vary is the proportion of crop that is sown from the harvest. Inevitably, the size of the harvest will have varied from year to year. In less productive years one might expect that a lower proportion of the harvest could be spared for sowing, again reducing the strength of tough rachis mutant selection.
An alternative possibility to weak selection pressure is that the artificial selection pressure was in fact strong, but was not significantly stronger than natural selection (as was previously assumed in the rapid transition paradigm), resulting in a net weak selection. There are a relatively low number of domestication syndrome traits that we are aware of; the principal ones are summarized in Fig. 2 . In each case the artificial selection environment and the natural selection environment are diametrically opposed, resulting in an antagonistic struggle between the two (Allaby, 2008) . The protracted transition means that gene flow between these two environments, which may have been sympatric, could supply each environment with renewed input of alleles that were being selected against, ultimately preventing the rapid fixation of domestication syndrome traits in the artificial environment. It may even be the case that domestication was simply not possible within the wild biogeographic range. A similar scenario is described by Willcox (2005) , in which the two environments are in fact allopatric, but gene flow from the wild to the cultivated environment (which occurs outside of the wild range) is facilitated by a 'restocking' behaviour by early cultivators.
The movement of cultivators in and out of the wild biogeographical range leads to the third possibility; selection was weak while cultivators were within the wild biogeographical range, but became strong as they left. In effect, it may be the case that 'domestication events', if they could still be considered as such, were the result of human expansions. Such a scenario would predict genetically distinct expansions, which intriguingly has been observed in the phylogeographic patterns of emmer wheats (Brown et al., 2006) .
In summary, the slow pace of domestication can be explained by incorporating the effects of selectors in the domestication system. A consequence of these selectors is that the protracted transition has a critical difference from a rapid transition in terms of shaping genetic diversity in the extended period of gene flow between the artificial and natural selective environments. Furthermore, the longer time scale associated with the protracted transition leads us to question how these selective forces may have been separated temporally as well as spatially. In the following sections the effects of selectors and gene flow on the rise of the domestication syndrome are considered in a protracted transition.
The chronology of trait fixation
Under the rapid transition paradigm the domestication syndrome traits effectively arose together, which does not distinguish between different selective agents. Recent evidence from archaeology has changed this view (Fuller, 2007) . It is now apparent that different elements of the domestication syndrome became selected for at different times. The increase in seed size associated with domestication can clearly be seen to occur before the onset of tough rachis fixation in the case of einkorn (Willcox, 2004) , for instance. Seed size increase is likely to be the result of selective pressure provided by sowing (Fuller, 2007) . Normal wild cereals drop grains on the ground surface where it is advantageous to be small and narrow to avoid predation and settle between soil particles. Once buried in the act of sowing, it becomes more advantageous for a grain to be larger in order to have the energy store required to break through the surface. Experimental evidence has shown that in the case of rice, seed size increase can be effected in as few as five generations (Oka and Morishima, 1971) , supporting the notion that wild plants may have reacted quickly in terms of seed size to pre-domestication cultivation practices. This selection pressure is distinct from the one that caused increases in the frequency of the tough rachis mutation that is associated with harvesting techniques. Different selection pressures gave rise to different traits becoming fixed, and the order in which those selection pressures occurred would have affected the shape of the genetic diversity of the emergent crop. For instance, might traits that are fixed under a single selective pressure be more likely to be co-located in the genomic architecture than traits that were selected by different pressures at different times? Fuller et al. (2009a) explore the possibility of metastable crops of intermediate domestication (e.g. larger grains, no hooks or awns but still with a brittle rachis) occurring for substantial periods of time. An interesting observation in the comparison between grain size and the tough rachis mutant is that the former is polygenically controlled and the latter monogenically controlled. Intuitively, one might have assumed that the genetically simpler system would have been more easily domesticated. However, quite the reverse might actually be true because complex control of a trait allows for a stepwise increment in that trait which is not immediately lost in the face of gene flow as in the case of the monogenic trait. Could it be a general rule that monogenic traits are harder to domesticate than multigenic traits?
The fate of parallelisms An argument that has been powerful for a long time under the rapid transition pardadigm is that multiple origins for crops should be evident in the occurrence of different mutations for the same trait, reflecting those different domestication events (Zohary and Hopf, 2000) . In the case of the tough rachis mutation, most crops have a single underlying mutation responsible for the trait, with the notable exception of barley that has two (Takahashi, 1972; Azguvel and Komatsuda, 2007) , seemingly supporting the rapid transition paradigm. However, the genetic expectation becomes quite different under the protracted transition paradigm (Fig. 3) . If the same trait were fixed by different mutations in two different regions resulting in the same phenotype, when those two cultures came into contact and the resulting crops mixed the initial population would indeed have two mutants. However, those mutants would be selectively neutral with respect to each other and their subsequent fates in terms of allele frequencies would be dictated by neutral processes. Over time genetic drift would remove one of those mutants. The length of time this would take would depend on the lowest mutant frequency. Given that the highest this value could be is 50%, an even mix of populations, then neutral theory tells us that one allele would be removed in ;2N generations, where N is the population size (Kimura and Ohta, 1973) . Consequently, one would not necessarily expect multiple mutations for traits after a protracted transition even though more than one may have occurred in the past (Fig. 3a) . Furthermore, a corollary of this expectation is that if multiple different traits were fixed in parallel in different regions, then the resulting composite crop might be expected to have single mutations, but with different phylogeographic affiliations (Fig. 3b) . It may also be the case that when two crops that have had mutants for different domestication syndrome traits selected come into contact they may be subject to a force of positive attraction in the artificial selection environment. This could occur if the hybrid progeny that retain both mutants benefit from an additive effect in fitness value in the artificial section environment relative to the values of each of the progenitors. Such an effect could be termed 'cultivation magnetism', and may be reflected in selection signatures.
Recent evidence from rice studies echoes these genetic expectations tantalizingly. There are now several examples of domestication trait mutants that have arisen in parallel in the subpopulations in rice. In almost all cases so far, one of the two mutant types is present at very low frequency, consistent with its removal from the population. In the case of both the waxy (Wx) and the red pericarp (Rc) genes, mutants have arisen independently in the indica and japonica subpopulations, but 97% are of the japonica type, indicating introgression from japonica into the indica gene pool (Yamanaka et al., 2004; Sweeney et al., 2007) . In the case of the fragrance gene (BADH2), one mutant allele predominates, again seemingly from the japonica subpopulation, but nine other mutants that also give rise to the fragrant trait were also found which are regionally restricted and apparently at low frequencies (Kovach et al., 2009) . These data in conjunction with the expectations outlined above suggest that possibly the minor frequency alleles may have been at a higher frequency in the past. This prediction could be examined using archaeogenetic techniques to test for the presence of alleles in archaeobotanical assemblages.
Evidence for the corollary of the expectation of the fate of parallelisms outlined above, a mosaic genome of trait mutants, has also been seen with rice in the study of Shomura et al. (2008) . In this case three different domestication trait mutants, waxy (wx), shattering (qsh1), and seed width (qsw5), appear to come from three different geographic regions, giving rise to a mosaic very much like that predicted in Fig. 3b . The rice studies also indicate that there are multiple shattering mutants, sh4 and qsh1 (Konishi et al., 2006) . In this case sh4 is present in all tested domesticated rice varieties (Lin et al., 2007) , while qsh1 is restricted to the Japanese area where it presumably arose, and occurred after the wx and qsw5 mutants had arisen in different areas and been combined, possibly in the Thailand area (Shomura et al., 2008) .
The protracted transition further complicates the interpretation of parallelisms when spatially explicit population dynamics are considered. It has been generally assumed that mutants such as the tough rachis mutant are rapidly removed from the wild population (Zohary and Hopf, 2000) . Usually, domestication syndrome traits are associated with loss-of-function mutations, as in the case of the tough rachis mutant, which are consequently recessive. As a result, complete removal from the wild population may take a very long time since heterozygotes display the wild phenotype. In such cases, the frequency of a recessive allele can remain quite high in the population, but almost always in the heterozygous state-the classic case being cystic fibrosis in human populations where the frequency of the defective mutant can be as high as 2%, but homozygotes only occur with a frequency of ;0.05%. In the situation in the protracted transition where artificial and natural selection environments can be adjacent for long periods of time, patch effects may occur in which alleles from one environment are constantly carried into the same local area of the other (Fig. 4) . Under such circumstances, normal mean field approaches to studying population genetics become inappropriate because they assume panmixis. In this example we have a scenario in which the mean field value of the frequency of a mutant allele derived from the artificial environment occurring in the wild natural selection environment is actually very low, but very high locally, making local extinction less likely than the mean field would suggest. The combination of high frequency and re-supply may propagate mutant alleles in the 'wrong' environment for long enough for wild population bridges to be formed. In this case the same mutant may be selected for in different regions under culturally independent cultivation regimes. Interestingly, genetic evidence has recently been found for the converse, domesticated populations acting as genetic bridges for wild populations (Ross-Ibarra et al., 2009) .
Linkage disequilibrium and discerning introgression
In the protracted transition, selection of domestication syndrome-causing mutants happened over a longer period of time than is assumed in the rapid transition. A consequence of this is that in the face of wild gene flow linkage, decay will be greater than has previously been assumed (Fig. 5 ). To date a popular approach has been to establish the existence of linkage blocks around Fig. 4 . Fate of a domestication syndrome mutant in a spatially extended system. A single mutant for a domestication syndrome trait is common in plants (brown squares) from region 1 (red). Gene flow between region 1 and the wild population (grey) leads to a local abundance of plants carrying the mutant, despite selection against it in the wild because of constant replenishment from region 1. The mutant does not spread far into the wild because of negative selection, and so is rare in the wild population as a whole., but does spread into a second region of artificial selection pressure (blue) where it may be fixed independently of region 1. domestication syndrome trait mutant loci relative to the wild-type loci (e.g. Kovach et al., 2009) . However, we have little understanding of what size of linkage block is expected under protraction. It could be the case that the earlier traits have very much smaller linkage blocks that may even be hard to detect, whereas bold signals may only be true of the most recent trait selections. This dynamic impacts on the expected requirements of genome architecture. Le Thierry D'Ennequin et al. (1999) established through modelling approaches that genomes in which domestication syndrome trait loci are co-located should be associated with a higher probability of successful domestication than those in which such loci are more evenly dispersed. A resulting expectation of this is that one should expect traits in our domesticated species to occur together, and this general observation is indeed being revealed in various crops such as beans, millet rice, and tomato (Gepts, 2004) . The effect of protraction is to accentuate this expectation; we should expect different loci to be even closer than we previously would under the rapid model. Furthermore, if there are interactions between loci both involving mutants then this effect might be expected to be even stronger.
An understanding of the size of linkage blocks that would be expected under a protracted transition may lead to an opportunity to address a long-term recalcitrant problem in studies of crop origins (Fig. 5) ; is it possible to distinguish between multiple origins and simple introgression from wild populations? The latter may occur between a crop that became domesticated in one region, and a wild population of a second region to which the crop had been translocated. The result would be a crop that has a mixed phylogeographic signature relating to both locations. Under the rapid transition, distinguishing the two possibilities is extremely difficult, because both may be associated with large genomic fragments that could exhibit high linkage disequilibrium because of the lack of time to break down the linkage signature before such fragments have reached fixation, particularly where extreme population bottlenecks are involved. However, under protraction, there is more time for linkage disequilibrium to break down in the absence of selection, resulting in two types of phylogeographic mosaic motif; large blocks associated with syndrome trait mutants from different regions, and small blocks associated with introgression. The question remains: how large is the former and how small the latter?
Integrating the domestication system
The consequence of the shift to the protracted transition paradigm is that an understanding of how domestication syndrome traits evolved and became selected has become key. Numerous interacting factors have become influential on the shape of genetic diversity in our crops that were not considered important previously (Fig. 6) . Moreover, these factors are distributed over several different levels of organization. The genetic control of traits, how genes interact with each other and therefore the genome architecture, the spatial distribution of mutants, and the biotic and abiotic selection agents all need to be considered. It has become too simplistic to consider one aspect in isolation in order to understand origins as a whole. However, quite different sorts of information are associated with these different levels of organization including genetic, archaeological, ecological, and geographical, and the new challenge is to find meaningful ways to integrate them. Fig. 5 . Linkage disequilibrium and decay in the rapid and protracted transitions. A mutant at a domestication syndrome trait locus (blue line) is initially associated with a linkage block (pink) on a chromosome region (green). Over time the linkage block decays as recombination occurs with other genotypes in the population in that region. In the protracted transition the increase in frequency of the trait is slowed by gene flow between the artificial and natural environments, resulting in a longer period of linkage decay. After fixation, no further decay is visible. A second trait locus (red line) is also selected. Selection strength is additive when the loci are on the same linkage block. In the extended decay of the protracted transition, the second locus is broken away for the first, losing the additive effect, suggesting that the two loci need to be closer than under the rapid transition.
It is appropriate to think of the evolution of domestication as a complex system, and it is this system that one should aim to recapitulate in the interpretation of genetic diversity. It is fortunate that due to the rapid progress made in recent years many components of the system are understood, such as the molecular mechanisms underlying traits such as vernalization and photoperiod sensitivity (Yan et al., 2003 (Yan et al., , 2004a (Yan et al., , b, 2006 Jones et al., 2008) for instance. However, formal description of such a system is a problem too complex at the moment. One way forward is to use modelling approaches that can describe the interactions of the system, combined with the technique of Bayesian approximation computation (Beaumont et al., 2002; Marjoram and Tavaré, 2006) . The theory behind Bayesian approximation is that the probability of a model being true, given real summary statistic data, is proportional to the probability that the summary statistics generated by the model are acceptably close to those observed in reality. We can measure this latter probability without knowing the formal parametric distribution that describes it, which means that the approach is immensely powerful in complex situations. In practice, one can construct models that describe the system which have all the components one wishes to include; virtual plants with virtual genes in a virtual landscape subject to selection pressures by virtual farmers. Then various model histories can be explored, and those that produce summary statistics closest to the ones found in reality will be informative about which history is most probable. Furthermore, one can use this approach to explore which summary statistics are likely to be informative-we can answer the question, for instance, about how much linkage there should be around a domestication syndrome trait locus that was subject to selection early in the process of domestication. Or is it even possible for domestication to occur within the biogeographical range of the wild progenitor?
Model systems provide an opportunity to move our understanding of genetics to the next level and identify what patterns we should expect to see in the genetic data for given histories, and which summary statistics have information value, and which do not, as turned out to be the case in the use of the concept of monophyly. In this way genetic evidence should be predictive of archaeology, not the other way round, as has been revealed to be the case with the rapid transition paradigm.
Flannery K. 1969. Origins and ecological effects of early domestication in Iran and the Near East. In: Ucko P, Dimbleby G, eds. The domestication and exploitation of plants and animals. London: Duckworth, 73-100. Fig. 6 . The domestication evolution system. The factors affecting the evolution of domestication are distributed over at least four different interacting levels of organization; the genetic mechanisms of control of domestication syndrome traits (green); the arrangement of genes within the genome (pink); the density of similar and different genotypes around individuals (brown); the selection pressures produced from the natural and artificial environments (blue).
